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A Study on Image Search System using
Semantics Based on Smartphone
Byeongtae Ahn

Abstract: Image semantic retrieval has been a crux to bridge
"semantic gap" between the simple visual features and the abundant
semantics delivered by a image. Effective image retrieval using
semantics is one of the major challenges in image retrieval. We
suggest a semantic retrieval and clustering method of image using
image annotation user interface. And also design and implement a
image semantic search management system that facilitates image
management and semantic retrieval, which fully relies on the
MPEG-7 standard as information base, and using a native XML
database, which is Berkeley DB XML.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

Image retrieval research is largely composed of two types
of approaches. It is a text-based metadata image search and a
content-based metadata image search. When searching for
images that require accurate question expressions, the
text-based approach has limitations compared to
content-based search when it is difficult to extract clear
feature questions. Therefore, to solve this problem, we
propose a content-based image retrieval technique using
semantics.
The content-based image retrieval technique is easy to
understand and is suitable for expressing a simple and flexible
standardized approach in a meaningful expression. MPEC-7
was used to solve this efficient technique. MPEC-7 enables
efficient search by describing standardized image semantic
information in metadata for multimedia objects, and by using
metadata, it can represent special features of the body such as
title, author, image content, and color histogram of the
descriptor. Therefore, this paper is very effective in image
retrieval system based on embedded database in mobile
environment based on MPEC-7 standard. And in this paper,
we designed and implemented an image semantic search
management system in a mobile environment. The image
semantic search management system uses MPEG-7 to
improve search efficiency through the image search automatic
feature extraction module, and uses Berkeley DB XML, an
embedded database system, for optimized management of
image search. And by supporting various language searchers,
any language can be used like a standard language. The
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currently implemented system supports English, Chinese, and
In Chapter 2 of this paper, related studies are examined, in
Chapter 3, a clustering technique for image semantic retrieval
is proposed, and in Chapter 4, an image semantic retrieval
system is designed. In Chapter 5, an image semantic search
system is implemented, and in Chapter 6 proposes
conclusions and future tasks.
II.

RELATED WORK

MPEG-7 document storage methods are classified into pure
XML database storage methods and XML-enabled database
storage methods [1]. The big difference between them is in the
format of the data model they use. The former is based on XML
data models such as the Document Object Model (DOM) and
Object Exchange Model (OEM), and the latter is based on the
traditional relational data model or object-oriented data model,
and each has its own advantages and disadvantages. In order to
express complex types of MPEG-7 schema using an XML
capable database, modification of the database structure is
inevitable [2]. This structural modification makes programming
difficult and incurs significant system overhead. Therefore, in
recent years, many studies have been conducted using a pure
XML database storage method for the management of MPEG-7
documents.
In the pure XML database storage method, the types are
divided by the size of the record, which is the smallest unit to be
stored in the XML document. Element-based (EB),
subtree-based (SB), and document-based ( DB). The Lore
system or TIMBER follows the alignment-based policy. Each
element is used as a storage unit, and the element is assigned a
number in advance and stored [3[[4]]. Natix uses a
subtree-based policy, and stores the entire XML document in the
form of a subtree according to the size of the physical storage
page [5]. Apache Xindice uses a DB policy that organizes and
stores the entire XML document into a single record. However,
since these systems do not consider schema, it is difficult to
efficiently utilize schema information when searching or
managing [6]. On the other hand, if you store and manage XML
data using schema information, you can utilize various storage
policies. In addition, when constructing an index, a
schema-based path index can be used, and validity can be
verified in advance for query processing and updating. OrientX
is a representative system [7].
This system uses various storage policies based on schema
information. In particular, we propose each clustering method
based on element-based and subtree-based. These clustering
methods can reduce storage space and reduce I/O time.
However, this method was developed for general XML
document management, and there are many insufficient points to
support a schema of a complex structure such as MPEG-7.
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MPEG-7 is a structure that can derive various types from
an abstract type, and since it has an organic association
between each element, it must be saved in consideration of
this. This is because if the clustering policy of MPEG-7
documents is used based on the cardinality of the XML
schema as in OrientX, the system performance can be
degraded by increasing the number of block accesses on the
disk.
Therefore, in this paper, we propose a fragment
clustering method that considers the characteristics of
MPEG-7.

3.2 Fragment
In order to fragment an MPEG-7 document, a fragment
model must first be constructed through MPEG-7 schema
analysis. In the case of Figure 1, the <MovingRegion>
element and the <VideoSegment> element are related to each
other. Therefore, fragments composed of two elements are of
the same type, and when expressed as a fragment model, they
are formed as a group as shown in Fig2.

VideoSegm ent M ovingRegion

III. CLUSTERING STORAGE METHOD
The clustering storage technique proposed in this paper is
stored using segmented fragments, and its components
become XML instance documents generated by Fine-Grained
expression. Fragments largely have identification ID, name,
and type. Through the analysis of the MPEG-7 schema,
related elements are represented as fragments of the same type
and are placed in the same block through a clustering process.
3.1 Mpeg-7 schema redefinition
We were able to grasp the relationship between each
element through analysis of various MPEG-7 applications [8].
Correlation information of elements can be represented by a
method of redefining the schema at the MPEG-7 schema
level. In other words, when defining the elements of the
MPEG-7 schema, R-CT properties indicating that there is a
relationship between related elements are given, and those
having relationships are represented as fragments of the same
type, and these are clustered and stored. This can greatly
improve the query processing speed because it is possible to
process queries by accessing the same block for queries of
closely related elements that occur frequently in MPEG-7
applications[9].
Fig. 1 is an MPEG-7 schema that redefines R-CT
(Relationship-Clustering Type) properties, and shows that the
<MovingRegion> element and the <ViedoSegment> element
are related to each other.

프래그먼트 그룹
Fig. 2. Fragment structure
3.3 Clustering
It is desirable to store all fragments in one block, but
considering the limited block size, this is impossible.
Therefore, we classify the fragment type and store the block in
clustering. However, MPEG-7 application systems can use
various queries in the application. Therefore, even if the
fragments are not of the same type, there is a case where they
must be placed in one block. For this, we use a fragment
clustering technique. Fig3. shows how fragments are actually
stored in a block[10].
M ediaInform aion C reationInforam ion TextAnnotaiton

M ediaTim e Visualdescriptor

블록 i

VideoSegm ent M ovingRegion

VideoSegm ent M ovingRegion

블록 i+1

Fig. 3. Block storage type of fragment
When such fragment clustering is performed, the query
can obtain the desired result with a single block input/output.
a) When using KeyImage to find a specific image for a
video.
b) When searching for KeyFrame information
corresponding to each video segment.
In contrast, OrientX, which uses a similar method, only
supports clustering in which repeated elements are stored in
the same block considering only the cardinality of the
element. Therefore, in OrientX, the speed is slowed down
because the other two blocks have to be accessed in order to
obtain the desired result for the previous query[11].

Fig 1. MPEG-7 schema redefinition
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IV. SYSTEM DESIGN
Most image search management systems have limited
support for semantic search. In this paper, we designed a new
image semantic search management system that supports
semantic retrieval based on MPEG-7. Recently, many image
search management systems have been developed based on
MPEG-7 technology. In particular, this is the case where
MIRROR (MPEG-7 Image Retrieval Refinement based On
Relevance feedback), CIRES (Content based Image Retrieval
System), and NETRA (A toolbox for navigating large image
databases) are typically used. However, most of them also
support semantic search with extremely limited support[12].
Therefore, in this paper, we designed a new image semantic
retrieval management system based on MPEG-7 that
efficiently supports semantic retrieval. This system reinforces
the image semantic retrieval function based on the contents
that are interchangeable with standard MPEG-7 multimedia
technology. This system supports multimedia contents,
metadata, automatic recognition of semantic descriptors, and
MPEG-7 and XML encoding. And this system provides three
types of types. It is a direct information search in Berkeley
DB, a content-based information search, and a semantic
search of image information. In particular, the semantic
retrieval technology is the main characteristic of this system
and supports an efficient retrieval system through an interface
capable of supporting various languages and image semantic
retrieval[13].
The following system consists of an image annotation
subsystem, an image search subsystem, and a multimedia
database. All annotation information about the image is
converted into MPEG-7 descriptor and stored in MPEG-7
DB. The image search sub-system performs MPEG-7
document search using a search engine and displays the
search results. All annotations on the image generate
descriptive information and are stored as MPEG-7 values.
The stored images are matched with MPEG-7 documents by
the multimedia database system and stored in the image
database. The image annotation subsystem consists of text,
meaning, metadata, and automatically generated visualization
annotations. The MPEG-7 generation module will get an
MPEG-7 metadata instance through the MPEG-7 schema, and
the instance document is saved as Berkeley DB XML. The
saved content is displayed as a view through an interface
through the XML File Navigatotr. The image search
subsystem consists of three elements: a search panel, a search
engine, and a result view panel. The search engine module
receives the user query from the search panel and translates
the user query in XQuery by the XQuery constructor[14].
Berkeley DB XML is a dedicated XML database system
that allows access to documents stored in a container based on
XQuery. The result of query processing is generated in XML
format in Berkeley DB XML. The image search sub-system
provides the following three methods as a search method for
image matching. The first is search by text input technology.
This search is based on keyword matching of text metadata
using a text query, and while it is simple and easy, it has the
disadvantage of requiring the user to directly enter the desired
search keyword. The second is search by content-based
technology. This search searches for images using two visual

descriptors ColorLayout and ScalableColor for a
content-based image search. The ColorLayout descriptor is
used for high-speed image search, and the ScalableColor
descriptor applies the value of the color histogram to search.
The third is search by similar semantic description. This
semantic search mechanism supports semantic queries based
on MPEG-7 semantic descriptors. In the semantic search
interface, three objects and two relationships were defined to
implement semantic search research[15].
V.

SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION

The image semantic retrieval system was implemented in a
mobile environment, and a highly portable JAVA based on
MS Window XP was used as the development environment.
5.1 Annotation User Interface
The image semantic search management system provides
users with an easy-to-use annotation user interface. Fig4.
shows the image annotation user interface.

Fig. 4. Image annotation user interface
The image annotation user interface displays images,
technical documents, semantic annotation content for
MPEG-7 metadata instances, and so on. In the semantic
annotation panel of the image semantic search management
system, semantic object contents such as user agent, event,
place, and time are described. Semantic objects and
relationships appear on the semantic panel, and semantic
annotations are generated as appropriate XML files.
5.2 MPEG-7 file for semantic information
The metadata of MPEG-7 is an XML document based on
XML Schema. Figure 8 shows the semantic information as an
MPEG-7 file.
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1) Define

Result View

Semantic Retrieval Panel
Zhang Nala

Object of

Take a picture

Time of

File Name : Nala 1.jpg

Free Time

Creator: Doe John
Description:

Retrieval

File Name : Nala 2.jpg
Creator: Doe John

Query
2) Create

Description:

XQuery Create

File Name : Nala 3.jpg

Contain(/MPEG7/Description/…/image/Semantic/SemanticBase EventType,”take a picture”
,ObjectType,”Nala, Zhang” ,SemanticTimeType ,”free time” )AND
Contain(/MPEG7/Description/…/image/Semantic/Graph Relation type,
” urn:mpeg:mpeg7:cs:SemanticRelationCS:2001:agentOf ”,
” urn:mpeg:mpeg7:cs:SemanticRelationCS:2001:timeOf ”)
3) Retrieval

Creator: Doe John
Description:
5) View

MPEG- 7 File (Nala1.mp7)

results

4) Match
File_Name Information Set
Nala 1.jpg

MID

PID

Nala 2.jpg
……
Nala n.jpg

Nala 1.mp7 E:\photos\girl

MID : MPEG ID

Nala 2 .mp7 E:\photos\girl

PID : Full Path ID
……

Fig 5. MPEG-7 file for semantic information

……

Fig. 7. Image search process

Fig5. shows the MPEG-7 technology in the semantic field
from the semantic annotation input by the user. Some of the
contents of the file describe the tags <AgentObject>,
<Event>, <SemanticTime>, <SemanticPlace>, and <Object>
and the relationship between them.
5.3 Search user interface
The image search sub-system provides the user with a
search function with photo annotations. Fig6. shows the
image search user interface.

The image search process consists of a total of five steps:
defining the search process, generating XQuery, searching
MPEG-7 files, matching photos, and viewing results.
1) Definition of search process
The image search subsystem provides an excellent search
user interface that enables easy and direct query detailing for
users.
2) XQuery creation
After we define the retrieval process, the XQuery generated
by the XQuery generator retrieves all MPEG-7 documents in
Berkeley DB that contain semantic objects after retrieval.
3) MPEG-7 file search
After creating an XQuery, the matching MPEG-7 file is
searched from the database according to the search process.
4) Match the photo
Matching the image is implemented through MPEG-7 files.
If File_Name and MPEG ID match, an image result is
obtained.
5)View the result
The image result is displayed on the screen.

Fig 6. Image search user interface
VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS
The image semantic search management system provides
a search mechanism for semantic technology search. The
meaning search using the graph starts, and the user's manual
for information input appears on the right side of the interface.
The graph shown in the figure above is defined by three
objects and two relationships. The search checks whether it
structurally matches the given graph, and then indicates that it
matches all documents that contain semantic objects that are
the same as relations in Berkeley DB XML.

We have shown that a more efficient fragment clustering
method is possible by expressing the property of R-CT in the
MPEG-7 schema. And based on this, we proposed a storage
system (MDSS) based on an embedded XML DB for storing
MPEG-7 documents.

5.4 Image search process
Fig7. is a schematic diagram of the image search process.
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The fragment clustering method devised through this
study analyzes the MPEG-7 schema to fragment the MPEG-7
XML document and stores the relevant ones in the same
container block in the lower Berkeley DB XML to efficiently
search for MPEG-7 documents. I can. In addition, in the
proposed MDSS, the validity of a query can be verified in
advance by the MPEG-7 schema, and it can efficiently cope
with the document update. The schema management
subsystem of the current system has been developed. And for
clustering, a clustering management sub-system is being
implemented.
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